This is the first step of the two steps to enumerate the minimal charts with two crossings. For a label m of a chart Γ we denote by Γ m the union of all the edges of label m and their vertices. For a minimal chart Γ with exactly two crossings, we can show that the two crossings are contained in Γ α ∩ Γ β for some labels α < β. In this paper, we study the structure of a disk D not containing any crossing but satisfying Γ ∩ ∂D ⊂ Γ α+1 ∪ Γ β−1 .
Introduction
Charts are oriented labeled graphs in a disk with three kinds of vertices called black vertices, crossings, and white vertices (see Section 2 for the precise definition of charts, black vertices, crossings, and white vertices). From a chart, we can construct an oriented closed surface embedded in 4-space R 4 (see [4, chapter 14 , chapter 18 and chapter 23]). A C-move is a local modification between two charts in a disk (see Section 2) . A Cmove between two charts induces an ambient isotopy between oriented closed surfaces corresponding to the two charts. Two charts are said to be C-move equivalent if there exists a finite sequence of C-moves which modifies one of the two charts to the other.
We will work in the PL or smooth category. All submanifolds are assumed to be locally flat. A surface link is a closed surface embedded in 4-space R 4 . A 2-link is a surface link each of whose connected component is a 2-sphere. A 2-knot is a surface link which is a 2-sphere. An orientable surface link is called a ribbon surface link if there exists an immersion of a 3-manifold M into R 4 sending the boundary of M onto the surface link such that each connected component of M is a handlebody and its singularity consists of ribbon singularities, here a ribbon singularity is a disk in the image of M whose pre-image consists of two disks; one of the two disks is a proper disk of M and the other is a disk in the interior of M . In the words of charts, a ribbon surface link is a surface link corresponding to a ribbon chart, a chart C-move equivalent to a chart without white vertices [2] . A chart is called a 2-link chart if a surface link corresponding to the chart is a 2-link.
In this paper, we denote the closure, the interior, the boundary, and the complement of (...) by Cl(...), Int(...), ∂(...), (...) c respectively. Also for a finite set X, the notation |X| denotes the number of elements in X.
At the end of this paper there are lists of terminologies and notations which are used in this paper.
Kamada showed that any 3-chart is a ribbon chart [2] . Kamada's result was extended by Nagase and Hirota: Any 4-chart with at most one crossing is a ribbon chart [5] . We showed that any n-chart with at most one crossing is a ribbon chart [7] . We also showed that any 2-link chart with at most two crossings is a ribbon chart [8] , [9] .
Let Γ be a chart. For each label m, we define In this paper and [11] , we investigate the structure of minimal charts with two crossings (see Section 2 for the precise definition of a minimal chart), and give an enumeration of the charts with two crossings. First, we split a minimal chart with two crossings into two kinds of tangles; one is called a net-tangle, and the other is called an IO-tangle.
We investigate net-tangles in this paper, and IO-tangles in [11] . In short, for any minimal n-chart Γ with two crossings in a disk D 2 , there exist two labels 1 ≤ α < β ≤ n − 1 such that Γ α and Γ β contain cycles C α and C β with C α ∩ C β the two crossings and that for any label k with k < α or β < k, the set Γ k does not contain a white vertex. If Γ α or Γ β contains at least three white vertices, then after shifting all the free edges and simple hoops (see Section 2 for the definition of free edges, hoops, and simple hoops) into a regular neighbourhood of ∂D 2 by applying C-I-M1 moves and C-I-M2 moves, we can find an annulus A containing all the white vertices of Γ but not intersecting any hoops nor free edges such that (see Fig. 1 We can show the annulus A can be split into mutually disjoint four disks D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , D 4 and mutually disjoint four disks E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , E 4 such that We count the number of edges between edges with black vertices in Fig. 1 (b) to enumerate charts with two crossings. As important results, from the enumeration we can calculate the fundamental group of the exterior of the surface link represented by Γ, and the braid monodromy of the surface braid represented by Γ. For example, the normal form for the 5-chart in Fig. 2 (see [11] ) is ((5, 3, 1, 2), (8, 9, 8, 7) ; (1, 3, 4) , (3, 3, 2) , (2, 3, 3) , (6, 2) ; (1, 3, 5) , (2, 3, 4) , (4, 3, 2) , (2, 3, 3, 1) ; (2, 4, 2), (1, 3, 2, 2), (1, 2, 4, 1), (4, 3, 1) ; (2, 5) , (2, 3, 2) , (2, 3, 2) , (5, 2) ).
If an edge e of a chart Γ is oriented from a vertex v 1 to the other vertex v 2 , then we say that the edge e is outward at v 1 , and the edge e is inward at v 2 .
Let Γ be a chart, and E a disk. An edge e of the chart Γ is called an I-edge (resp. O-edge) for E provided that (see Fig. 3 ) (i) the edge e possesses two white vertices, one is in Int E and the other in E c ,
(ii) the edge e intersects ∂E by exactly one point, and (iii) the edge e is inward (resp. outward) at the vertex in Int E.
We often say just an I-edge instead of an I-edge for E if there is no confusion. Similarly we often say just an O-edge instead of an O-edge for E. For a simple arc , we set ∂ = the set of its two endpoints, and Int = − ∂ . Let Γ be a chart. A tangle (Γ ∩ D, D) is called a net-tangle provided that (i) the disk D contains no crossing, hoop, nor free edge but a white vertex, (ii) there exist two labels α, β with α < β and Γ ∩ D ⊂ ∪ β i=α Γ i , and The gray area is a disk E. The edge e 1 is an I-edge for E, and the edge e 2 is an O-edge for E. The gray area is a disk D, the thick edges are of label α, and the thin edges are of label α + 1.
The pairs (α, β) and (L α , L β ) are called a label pair and a boundary arc pair of the net-tangle respectively. If all the edges of label α intersecting L α are I-edges (resp. O-edges), and if all the edges of label β intersecting L β are O-edges (resp. I-edges), then the net-tangle is said to be upward (resp. downward) (see Fig. 4 ). An upward or downward net-tangle with a label pair (α, α + 1) is called an N-tangle. An edge of a chart Γ is called a terminal edge if it contains a white vertex and a black vertex. If a terminal edge is inward at its black vertex, then the edge is called an I-terminal edge, otherwise the edge is called an O-terminal edge.
For minimal charts, we shall show the following two theorems: Theorem 1.1 Let Γ be a minimal chart, and (Γ ∩ D, D) a net-tangle with a label pair (α, α + 1). Then we have the following.
(a) The tangle is an N-tangle.
(b) The number of the edges of label α intersecting ∂D is equal to the number of the edges of label α + 1 intersecting ∂D.
(c) There exists a terminal edge in D.
(d) The number of terminal edges of label α in D is equal to the number of terminal edges of label α + 1 in D.
(e) If the tangle is upward (resp. downward), then all the terminal edges of label α in D are I-terminal (resp. O-terminal) edges and all the terminal edges of label α + 1 in D are O-terminal (resp. I-terminal) edges.
Let E be a connected compact surface. A simple arc in E is called a proper arc provided that ∩ ∂E = ∂ .
There exists a special C-move called a C-I-M2 move (see Fig. 6 in Section 2 for C-I-M2 moves). Let Γ be a minimal chart, and (Γ ∩ D, D) a net-tangle with a label pair (α, β). Let Γ be a minimal chart such that ( Γ ∩ D, D) is a tangle without crossing nor hoops. Then the chart Γ is said to be M2-related to Γ with respect to D provided that
(ii) the chart Γ is obtained from the chart Γ by a finite sequence of C-I-M2 moves in D each of which modifies two edges of some label i with α < i < β. Theorem 1.2 Let Γ be a minimal chart, and (Γ ∩ D, D) a net-tangle with a label pair (α, β). Then Γ is M2-related to a minimal chart Γ with respect to
(d) all the N-tangles are upward or downward simultaneously.
Our paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the definition of charts and its related words. In Section 3, we investigate a directed path of label m. In Section 4, we investigate terminal edges and directed paths of label m in an N-tangle. In Section 5, we investigate a disk E such that ∂E consists of two directed paths of label m. In Section 6, we investigate a disk E such that ∂E consists of an arc and two directed paths of label m. In Section 7, we prove Theorem 1.1. In Section 8, we prove Theorem 1.2.
Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce the definition of charts and its related words.
Let n be a positive integer. An n-chart (a braid chart of degree n [1] or a surface braid chart of degree n [4] ) is an oriented labeled graph in the interior of a disk, which may be empty or have closed edges without vertices satisfying the following four conditions (see Fig. 5 ):
(i) every vertex has degree 1, 4, or 6.
(ii) the labels of edges are in {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}.
(iii) in a small neighborhood of each vertex of degree 6, there are six short arcs, three consecutive arcs are oriented inward and the other three are outward, and these six are labeled i and i + 1 alternately for some i, where the orientation and label of each arc are inherited from the edge containing the arc.
(iv) for each vertex of degree 4, diagonal edges have the same label and are oriented coherently, and the labels i and j of the diagonals satisfy |i − j| > 1.
We call a vertex of degree 1 a black vertex, a vertex of degree 4 a crossing, and a vertex of degree 6 a white vertex respectively. Among six short arcs in a small neighborhood of a white vertex, a central arc of each three consecutive arcs oriented inward (resp. outward) is called a middle arc at the white vertex (see Fig. 5(c) ). For each white vertex v, there are two middle arcs at v in a small neighborhood of v. An edge e is said to be middle at a white vertex v if it contains a middle arc at v. Now C-moves are local modifications of charts as shown in Fig. 6 (cf. [1] , [3] , [4] and [12] ). We often use C-I-M2 moves, C-I-M3 moves, C-II moves and C-III moves.
Kamada originally defined CI-moves as follows: A chart Γ is obtained from a chart Γ in a disk D 2 by a CI-move, if there exists a disk E in D 2 such that (i) the two charts Γ and Γ intersect the boundary of E transversely or do not intersect the boundary of E,
where E c is the complement of E in the disk D 2 .
Remark 2.1 Any CI-move is realized by a finite sequence of seven types: C-I-R2, C-I-R3, C-I-R4, C-I-M1, C-I-M2, C-I-M3, C-I-M4. An edge of a chart is called a free edge if it contains two black vertices. Let Γ be a chart. Let e 1 and e 2 be edges of Γ which connect two white vertices w 1 and w 2 where possibly w 1 = w 2 . Suppose that the union e 1 ∪ e 2 bounds an open disk U . Then Cl(U ) is called a bigon of Γ provided that any edge containing w 1 or w 2 does not intersect the open disk U (see Fig. 7 ). Since e 1 and e 2 are edges of Γ, neither e 1 nor e 2 contains a crossing.
Let Γ be a chart. Let w(Γ), f (Γ), c(Γ), and b(Γ) be the number of white vertices of Γ, the number of free edges of Γ, the number of crossings of Γ, and the number of bigons of Γ respectively. is called a cw-complexity of the chart Γ (see [2] for complexities of charts).
A chart Γ is said to be c-minimal (resp. w-minimal or cw-minimal) if its c-complexity (resp. w-complexity or cw-complexity) is minimal among the charts which are C-move equivalent to the chart Γ with respect to the lexicographical order of the 4-tuple (or 3-tuple) of the integers.
In this paper, if a chart is c-minimal, w-minimal or cw-minimal, then we say that the chart is minimal.
A hoop is a closed edge of a chart Γ that contains neither crossings nor white vertices. Therefore a hoop decomposes Γ into disjoint pieces: an inside, an outside and itself. A hoop is said to be simple if one of the complementary domains of the hoop does not contain any white vertices. An oval nest is a free edge together with some concentric simple hoops. Let m be a label of a chart Γ. A simple closed curve in Γ m is called a ring, if it contains at least one crossing but does not contain a white vertex nor black vertex.
Let Γ be a chart, and m a label of the chart. Let W be the set of all the white vertices of Γ. The closure of a connected component of Γ m − W is called an internal edge of label m if it contains a white vertex but does not contain any black vertex, here we consider Γ m as a topological set. A simple arc is said to be internal if it is contained in an internal edge or a ring. (b) any terminal edge of Γ contains a middle arc at its white vertex.
(c) each complementary domain of any ring must contain at least one white vertex.
Proof. Statement (a). If the edge contains a crossing, then we can eliminate the crossing on the edge by a C-II move. This contradicts the fact that the chart is minimal.
Statement (b).
If not, we can eliminate the white vertex by a C-III move.
Statement (c). Suppose that there exists a ring C such that a complementary domain of C does not contain any white vertices. Let F be the closure of the complementary domain. By Statement (a), the ring C does not intersect any terminal edge nor free edge. Thus any crossing on C is contained in a proper internal arc of F . Since F is a disk or an annulus and since Γ ∩ ∂D 2 = ∅, the domain F contains an 'innermost' disk D bounded by an arc 1 on C and a proper internal arc 2 of F with ∂ 1 = ∂ 2 such that for any crossing v on Int 1 there exists a proper internal arc of D containing v and a crossing on 2 (see Fig. 9 (a)). Let 2 be an internal arc with 2 ⊃ 2 such that 2 − 2 does not contain a crossing. Let 1 be an arc outside F parallel to 1 with ∂ 1 = ∂ 2 (see Fig. 9(b) ). Thanks to Proposition 2.2, there does not exist any black vertex in the disk bounded by 1 ∪ 2 . Thus we can shift the arc 2 to the arc 1 by a CI-move so that the number of crossings decreases at least two (see Fig. 9(c) ). This contradicts the fact that the chart is minimal. (b) Γ ∩ N consists of oval nests, simple hoops and free edges.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, we can assume that any free edge is contained in the regular neighbourhood N satisfying (b). Let C be a simple hoop. Then a complementary domain of C does not contain any white vertices. Let F be the closure of the complementary domain. There are two cases: (1) F is a disk, (2) F is an annulus containing ∂D 2 . Case 1. The disk F does not contain any crossing. For, if the disk F contains a crossing, then the crossing is contained in a ring R in F , because the hoop C does not intersect any edge. Since F does not contain any white vertices, the ring R bounds a disk without white vertices. This contradicts Proposition 2.3(c). Hence F does not contain any crossing.
Thus Γ ∩ F consists of simple hoops. By a similar way to the proof of Proposition 2.2, we can move the set Γ ∩ F into the neighbourhood N satisfying (b) so that we can decrease the number of simple hoops in D 2 − N . Case 2. The annulus F does not contain any crossing. For, if F contains a crossing, then there exists a ring R in F such that the union R ∪ ∂D 2 bounds an annulus without white vertices, or the ring R bounds a disk in the annulus F without white vertices. This contradicts Proposition 2.3(c). Hence F does not contain any crossing.
Thus Γ ∩ F consists of oval nests, simple hoops and free edges. By ambient isotopies of D 2 , we can move the set Γ ∩ F into the neighbourhood N satisfying (b) so that we can decrease the number of simple hoops in
For any minimal chart in a disk D 2 we can move free edges and simple hoops into a regular neighbourhood of ∂D 2 by C-I-M2 moves and ambient isotopies of D 2 by Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.4. Even during argument, if free edges or simple hoops appear, we immediately move them into a regular neighbourhood of ∂D 2 in D 2 . Thus we assume the following (cf. [7] , [10, Let Γ be a minimal chart in a disk D 2 , and X the union of all the free edges and simple hoops. Now X is in a regular neighbourhood N of ∂D 2 in D 2 by Assumption 1. We define
is a tangle without free edges and simple hoops.
In this paper we always assume that for any tangle (Γ ∩ D, D), the disk D does not contain any free edge nor a simple hoop.
Let E be a disk, and 1 , 2 , 3 three arcs on ∂E such that each of 1 ∩ 2 and 2 ∩ 3 is one point and 1 ∩ 3 = ∅ (see Fig. 10 (a)), say p = 1 ∩ 2 , q = 2 ∩ 3 . Let Γ be a chart in a disk D 2 . Let e 1 be a terminal edge of Γ. A triplet (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) of mutually different edges of Γ is called a consecutive triplet if there exists a continuous map f from the disk E to the disk D 2 such that (see Fig. 10 (b) and (c)) (i) the map f is injective on E − {p, q},
(iii) each of f (p) and f (q) is a white vertex.
If the label of e 3 is different from the one of e 1 , then the consecutive triplet is said to be admissible.
Remark 2.5 Let (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) be a consecutive triplet. Since e 2 is an edge of Γ, the edge e 2 MUST NOT contain a crossing. Let Γ be a chart, and m a label of Γ. Let E be a disk with Let Γ be a chart, and m a label of Γ. Let C be a cycle of label m in Γ bounding a disk E. Then an edge e of label m is called an outside edge for C provided that (i) e ∩ C consists of one white vertex or two white vertices, and
For a cycle C of label m, we define
| there exists an outside edge for C middle at w}.
Let Γ be a chart, and m a label of Γ. Let E be a disk with ∂E ⊂ Γ m . Then the disk E is called a 3-color disk provided that (i) the disk E does not contain any crossings, and
Lemma 2.10 ([10, corollary 4.4]) Let Γ be a minimal chart. Let C be a cycle of label m in Γ bounding a 3-color disk E without free edges nor simple
Combining Lemma 2.9 and Lemma 2.10 we have the following lemma. 
Directed Paths
In this section we investigate a path in Γ m .
Let Γ be a chart, and m a label of Γ. A simple arc P in Γ is called a path provided that the end points of P are vertices of Γ. In particular, if the path P is in Γ m , then P is called a path of label m. Suppose that v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v p are all the vertices in a path P situated in this order on P . For each i = 1, · · · , p, let e i be the edge in P with
is called a vertex sequence of the path P , and the p-tuple (e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e p ) is called an edge sequence of the path P .
Let P be a path in a chart with an edge sequence (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e p ). An edge e of the chart is called a side-edge for P if e ⊂ P but e∩(e 2 ∪e 3 ∪· · ·∪e p−1 ) = ∅.
Let m be a label of a chart Γ, and P a path of label m with a vertex sequence (v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v p ) and an edge sequence (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e p ). The path P is called a directed path if for each i = 1, 2, · · · , p, the edge e i is oriented from v i−1 to v i . The path P is called an M&M path if the edge e 1 is middle at v 0 and the edge e p is middle at v p . The path P is called a dichromatic path if there exists a label k with |m − k| = 1 such that any vertex of the path is contained in Γ m ∩ Γ k .
Warning. If P is a directed path with a vertex sequence (v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v p ) and an edge sequence (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e p ), then we always assume that each edge e i (i = 1, 2, · · · , p) is oriented from v i−1 to v i . Proof. Suppose that there exists a dichromatic M&M directed path of label m in a minimal chart Γ. Let P be a dichromatic M&M directed path of label m containing the least number of edges amongst all the dichromatic M&M directed paths in the chart. Set (v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v p ) and (e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e p ) the vertex sequence and the edge sequence of P .
We claim that p = 1. For, if p > 1, let e be the side-edge of label m for P containing the vertex v 1 . If the edge e is outward at v 1 , then e 1 is middle Figure 11: The edge e 1 is middle at v 0 and v 1 .
at v 1 . The path with the edge sequence (e 1 ) is a dichromatic M&M directed path of label m whose length is shorter than P . This is a contradiction. If the edge e is inward at v 1 , then e 2 is middle at v 1 . The path with the edge sequence (e 2 , e 3 , · · · , e p ) is a dichromatic M&M directed path whose length is shorter than P . This is a contradiction. Thus p = 1.
Since e 1 is middle at v 0 and v 1 , we can eliminate the two vertices v 0 and v 1 by two C-I-M2 moves and a C-I-M3 move in a regular neighbourhood of the edge e 1 in D 2 (see Fig. 11 ). This contradicts the fact that the given chart is minimal. This proves Lemma 3.1.
Let Γ be a chart, and m a label of Γ. A simple closed curve in Γ m is called a loop if it contains exactly one white vertex. Note that loops may contain crossings of Γ.
Let Γ be a chart, and m a label of Γ. Let C be a cycle of label m. Let v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v p−1 be all the vertices in C, and e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e p all the edges in C. Then the cycle C is called a directed cycle provided that for each i = 1, 2, · · · , p, the edge e i is oriented from v i−1 to v i , where v p = v 0 . We consider a loop as a directed cycle. Proof. Suppose that D contains a directed cycle C of label m. Now (1) for a white vertex v in Γ m contained in three edges e 1 , e 2 , e 3 of label m, if e 1 is inward at v and if e 2 is outward at v, then e 3 is not middle at v.
Hence we have
This contradicts Lemma 2.11. Thus there does not exist a directed cycle of label m in D. This proves Lemma 3.2. The path P is a directed path with a vertex sequence Since the directed cycle C intersects D, Statement (1) implies that (2) the directed cycle C is contained in D.
On the other hand, by Condition (ii) of the definition of a net-tangle, we have Γ ∩ D ⊂ Γ α ∪ Γ α+1 . Hence D does not contain any directed cycle of label m by Lemma 3.2. This contradicts (2) . Therefore Lemma 3.3 holds.
Let P be a directed path of label m in a chart, and e a side-edge for P not a loop. Let v be a white vertex in e ∩ Int P , and N a regular neighbourhood of v. The edge e is said to be locally right-side (resp. locally left-side) at v if the arc e ∩ N is situated right (resp. left) side of P with respect to the direction of P (see Fig. 12 ). If the edge e is locally right-side at a vertex v and inward (resp. outward) at v, then the edge is called a locally right-side edge inward (resp. outward) at v. Similarly if the edge e is locally left-side at a vertex v and inward (resp. outward) at v, then the edge is called a locally left-side edge inward (resp. outward) at v. In Fig. 12 , the edge e 2 is a locally right-side edge inward at v 1 , the edge e 3 is a locally right-side edge outward at v 1 , the edge e 4 is a locally left-side edge inward at v 2 , the edge e 5 is a locally left-side edge outward at v 2 . But e 1 is not locally left-side at v 0 nor e 6 is not locally right-side at v 3 .
Let Γ be a chart, and m a label of the chart. Let e be an edge of label m, and P a directed path of label m with an edge sequence (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e p ).
If e = e 1 , then the path P is called a directed path starting from e. Also if e = e p , then the path P is called a directed path leading to e.
Let Γ be a chart, and m a label of the chart. A directed path P of label m is said to be upward-right-selective (resp. upward-left-selective) if any edge of label m locally right-side (resp. left-side) at a vertex in Int P is inward at the vertex (see Fig. 13(a) and (b) ). A directed path P of label m is said to be downward-right-selective (resp. downward-left-selective) if any edge of label m locally right-side (resp. left-side) at a vertex in Int P is outward at the vertex (see Fig. 13(c) and (d) ). Let Γ be a chart, P a path, and E a disk. If each edge in P intersects Int E and if P ∩ E is connected, then we say that the path P is dominated by the disk E or the disk E dominates the path P (see Fig. 14) .
Let e be an edge of label m in a chart, and E a disk. Let P be an upwardright-selective (resp. upward-left-selective) directed path of label m starting from e dominated by E. The path P is said to be upward maximal with respect to E if the path is not contained in another upward-right-selective (resp. upward-left-selective) directed path of label m starting from e dominated by E. Let P be a downward-right-selective (resp. downward-left-selective) directed path of label m leading to e dominated by E. The path P is said to be downward maximal with respect to E if the path is not contained in another downward-right-selective (resp. downward-left-selective) directed path of label m leading to e dominated by E. 
(a) Suppose that P is an upward-right-selective or upward-left-selective directed path starting from e. If v p is a white vertex in Int D, then P is not upward maximal with respect to D.
(b) Suppose that P is a downward-right-selective or downward-left-selective directed path leading to e. If v 0 is a white vertex in Int D, then P is not downward maximal with respect to D.
Proof. Statement (a). By Lemma 3.3, there does not exist a loop of label m containing v p . Now e p is inward at v p . Since v p is a white vertex, there are two edges of label m at v p different from e p . There are two cases: Case 1. The two edges are outward at v p . Case 2. One of the two edges is inward at v p , and the other edge is outward at v p . Case 1. If P is upward-right-selective (resp. upward-left-selective), let e be the one of the two edges outward at v p such that the other edge is locally left-side (resp. right-side) edge at v p as a side-edge for the path P ∪ e (we select the 'right' (resp.'left') edge e with respect to the direction of the path P , see Fig. 13(a) and (b) ). Now P ∩ e = v p . For, if P ∩ e contains a vertex v j for some 0 ≤ j < p, then e j+1 ∪ e j+2 ∪ · · · ∪ e p ∪ e is a directed cycle of label m intersecting D. This contradicts Lemma 3.3.
Thus the path P ∪ e is an upward-right-selective (resp. upward-leftselective) directed path of label m starting from e dominated by D. Hence P is not upward maximal with respect to D.
Case 2. There exists only one edge of label m outward at v p , say e . By the similar way as the one in Case 1, we can show that if P is upward-rightselective (resp. upward-left-selective), then P ∪e is an upward-right-selective (resp. upward-left-selective) directed path starting from e dominated by D. Hence P is not upward maximal with respect to D.
Thus Statement (a) holds. Similarly we can show Statement (b) (see Fig. 13(c) and (d) ).
N-tangles
In this section we investigate a terminal edge and a directed path of label m in an N-tangle.
Let Γ be a minimal chart, v a white vertex, and e a terminal edge inward (resp. outward) at v. Then the two edges inward (resp. outward) at v different from e are called the sibling edges of e. Proof. By Condition (ii) of the definition of a net-tangle, we have
Let e be a terminal edge in D, v the white vertex contained in the terminal edge e, and e * a sibling edge of e. Suppose e * ⊂ D. Since D does not contain a crossing, (2) the edge e * does not contain a crossing.
Since any loop is a directed cycle, the edge e * is not a loop by Lemma 3.3. Let v * be the vertex of e * different from v. Since e is a terminal edge, the sibling edge e * is not a terminal edge. Thus the vertex v * is a white vertex by (2) . Now one of the two edges e, e * is of label α, and the other is of label α + 1. Thus there exists a non-admissible consecutive triplet (e, e * , e) by (1) and (2), here e is an edge containing the vertex v * , and of the same label as the one of e. This contradicts Consecutive Triplet Lemma (Lemma 2.6). Thus e * ⊂ D. Now the edge e * is an I-edge or an O-edge by Condition (iii) of the definition of a net-tangle. Therefore e * is an I-edge (resp. O-edge), if e is inward (resp. outward) at v. Namely, e * is an I-edge (resp. O-edge), if e is an O-terminal (resp. I-terminal) edge. This proves Lemma 4.1. Proof. By Condition (ii) of the definition of a net-tangle, we have
If Γ ∩ ∂D = ∅, then the tangle is an NS-tangle. This contradicts Lemma 2.7. Thus Γ ∩ ∂D = ∅.
Let e 1 be an edge intersecting ∂D. If necessary, change orientation of all edges in the chart so that we can assume that (a) Suppose that P is an upward-right-selective or upward-left-selective directed path starting from e 1 .
(i) Suppose that P is of label s I . Then P is upward maximal with respect to D if and only if e p is a terminal edge.
(ii) Suppose that P is of label s O . Then P is upward maximal with respect to D if and only if e p is an O-edge for D.
(b) Suppose that P is a downward-right-selective or downward-left-selective directed path leading to e p .
(i) Suppose that P is of label s I . Then P is downward maximal with respect to D if and only if e 1 is an I-edge for D.
(ii) Suppose that P is of label s O . Then P is downward maximal with respect to D if and only if e 1 is a terminal edge.
Proof. We give a proof only for the case that P is upward right-selective. Conversely, if e p is an O-edge, then it is clear that P is upward maximal with respect to D.
Spindles
In this section we investigate a disk E such that ∂E consists of two directed paths of label m.
Let Γ be a chart, and m a label of Γ. Let P * be an upward-rightselective directed path of label m with a vertex sequence (v * 0 , v * 1 , · · · , v * s ), and P an upward-left-selective directed path of label m with a vertex sequence
A disk E is called a spindle for Γ provided that (see Fig. 15 We call the pairs ( P , P * ) and (m, k) a path pair and a label pair of the spindle E respectively.
Remark 5.1 Let Γ be a minimal chart in a disk D 2 , and E a spindle for Γ with a path pair ( P , P * ) and a label pair (m, k).
(1) The paths P , P * are dichromatic directed paths.
(2) For any regular neighbourhood
The spindle E does not contain a directed cycle of label m nor k by (2) and Lemma 3.2.
(4) Since the spindle E is a 2-color disk, the spindle E does not contain a crossing nor a terminal edge by the definition of a 2-color disk and by Lemma 2.8.
Let P be a path in a chart with a vertex sequence (v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v p ) and an edge sequence (e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e p ). For two integers i, j with 0 ≤ i < j ≤ p, we denote the path e i+1 ∪ e i+2 ∪ · · · ∪ e j by P [v i , v j ].
Let Γ be a chart, and E a disk. Let e be an edge of Γ such that e ∩ ∂E consists of one white vertex or two white vertices. If e ⊂ Cl(E c ), then we call e an outside edge for E. If e ⊂ E, then we call e an inside edge for E. Lemma 5.2 Let E be a spindle for a minimal chart Γ with a path pair ( P , P * ) and a label pair (m, k). Let e be an inside edge for E of label m at a white vertex v in ∂E.
(a) If e is outward at v, then in E there exists an upward-right-selective (resp. upward-left-selective) directed path P of label m starting from e such that P is a proper arc of E.
(b) If e is inward at v, then in E there exists a downward-right-selective (resp. downward-left-selective) directed path P of label m leading to e such that P is a proper arc of E.
Proof. Statement (a). Let P be an upward-right-selective (resp. upwardleft-selective) directed path of label m starting from e upward maximal with respect to E with a vertex sequence (v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v p ). Suppose that P ∩ ∂E = v 0 . Since E is a 2-color disk, the disk E does not contain a crossing nor a terminal edge by Remark 5.1 (4) . Hence v p is a white vertex in Int E. Since E does not contain any directed cycle of label m by Remark 5.1(3), we can show that P is not upward maximal with respect to E by the same way as the one of Lemma 3.4(a). This is a contradiction. Hence P ∩ ∂E contains at least two points. Let Each short arc is called an IS-arc (resp. an OS-arc) of the tangle if the short arc is inward (resp. outward) at the white vertex.
A spindle is said to be minimal if it does not contain another spindle.
Lemma 5.3 For any minimal chart there does not exist a spindle.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a spindle for a minimal chart Γ. Then there exists a minimal spindle E for Γ with a path pair ( P , P * ) and a label pair
be the vertex sequences of P * and P respectively. Claim 1. Let e be the edge of label m outward at v * s , and e the edge of label m inward at v * 0 . Then e , e are outside edges for E. Proof of Claim 1. Suppose that e is an inside edge for E. Then there exists an upward-right-selective directed path P of label m starting from e such that P is a proper arc of E. Hence P ∪ P ∪P * contains a dichromatic directed cycle. This contradicts Remark 5.1(3). We get the same contradiction for the case that e is an inside edge for E. Hence Claim 1 holds.
Claim 2. There does not exist an inside edge for E of label m outward at a vertex in Int P * ∪ Int P .
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose that there exists an inside edge e for E of label m outward at v * i for some i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , s − 1}. By Lemma 5.2(a) there exists an upward-left-selective directed path P of label m starting from e with P ∩ ∂E two white vertices. Let v be the one of the two white vertices different from v *
Suppose that v = v j for some j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , t − 1}. Then we can find a spindle in E with a path pair ( Fig. 15(b) ). This contradicts the fact that E is a minimal spindle.
Suppose that v = v * j for some j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , s − 1}. Then i < j or j < i. If i < j, then we can find a spindle in E with a path pair (P, Fig. 15(c) ). This contradicts the fact that E is a minimal spindle. If Fig. 15(d) ). This contradicts Remark 5.1 (3) . Hence the edge e is not outward at a vertex in Int P * . Similarly we can show that there does not exist an inside edge for E of label m outward at a vertex in Int P . Therefore Claim 2 holds.
Claim 3. There does not exist an inside edge for E of label m inward at a vertex in Int P * ∪ Int P . Proof of Claim 3. Suppose that there exists an inside edge e for E of label m inward at v in Int P * ∪ Int P . By Lemma 5.2(b) there exists a directed path P of label m leading to e with P ∩ ∂E two white vertices. Let v be the one of the two white vertices different from v. Thus there exists an inside edge for E of label m outward at v ∈Int P * ∪ Int P . This contradicts Claim 2. Hence the edge e is not inward at a vertex in Int P * ∪ Int P . Hence Claim 3 holds. (1) any side-edge of label m for P * or P lies outside E.
Since there is no terminal edge nor crossing in E by Remark 5.1(4), each edge of label k in E contains exactly one IS-arc and one OS-arc. Hence (2) the number of IS-arcs of label k in E equals the number of OS-arcs of label k in E.
Since P * is upward-right-selective, and since P is upward-left-selective, Statement (1) implies that any side-edge of label m for P * or P is inward at a vertex in ∂E = P * ∪ P . Namely for each vertex in ∂E − v * s , the disk E contains exactly one edge of label k outward at the vertex. Hence considering v * 0 = v 0 , the four claims Claim 1, Claim 2, Claim 3, Claim 4 imply that the number of OS-arcs of label k in E is s + t − 1. On the other hand, there exists only one IS-arc of label k in E, which is inward at v * s = v t . Thus Statement (2) implies that s + t − 1 = 1. Since P * and P are paths, we have s ≥ 1 and t ≥ 1. Hence s = t = 1. Thus P * (resp. P ) consists of exactly one edge e * (resp. e). Further, E contains an edge e of label k connecting the two white vertices v * 0 and v * 1 so that e * , e, e are three consecutive edges connecting the two vertices v * 0 , v * 1 . Hence we can eliminate the two white vertices by a C-I-M3 move. This contradicts the fact that the chart is minimal. Therefore Lemma 5.3 holds.
Half Spindles
In this section, we investigate a disk E such that ∂E consists of an arc and two directed paths of label m.
Let Γ be a chart, and m a label of Γ. Let P * be an upward-rightselective directed path of label m with a vertex sequence (v * 0 , v * 1 , · · · , v * s ), and P an upward-left-selective directed path of label m with a vertex se-
Let E be a disk and L an arc on ∂E. The disk E is called a half spindle for Γ provided that (see Fig. 16(a) )
(iv) the three arcs P ∩ E, L, P * ∩ E are counterclockwise situated on ∂E in this order, (v) if an edge intersects Int L, then it is an I-edge of label m for E, (vi) s ≥ 2 and t ≥ 2.
We call the triplet ( P , L, P * ) and the pair (m, k) an arc triplet and a label pair of the half spindle E respectively. Remark 6.1 Let Γ be a minimal chart in a disk D 2 , and E a half spindle for Γ with an arc triplet ( P , L, P * ) and a label pair (m, k).
(1) The paths
(3) The half spindle E does not contain a directed cycle of label m nor k by (2) and Lemma 3.2. We can show the following lemma by a similar argument as the one of Lemma 5.2. Lemma 6.2 Let E be a half spindle for a minimal chart Γ with an arc triplet ( P , L, P * ) and a label pair (m, k). Let e be an edge of label m with e ∩ Int E = ∅ and e ∩ ∂E a point.
(a) If e is outward at a white vertex on ∂E or if e intersects L, then there exists an upward-right-selective (resp. upward-left-selective) directed path P of label m starting from e dominated by E with P ∩ ∂E two points.
(b) If e is inward at a white vertex on ∂E, then there exists a downwardright-selective (resp. downward-left-selective) directed path P of label m leading to e dominated by E with P ∩ ∂E two points.
A half spindle is said to be minimal if it does not contain another half spindle.
Lemma 6.3 For any minimal chart there does not exist a half spindle.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a half spindle for a minimal chart Γ. Then there exists a minimal half spindle E with an arc triplet ( P , L, P * ) and a label pair (m, k). Let (v * 0 , v * 1 , · · · , v * s ) and ( v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v t ) be the vertex sequences of P * and P respectively. Claim 1. Let e be the edge of label m outward at v * s . Then e is an outside edge for E.
Proof of Clain 1. Suppose that e is an inside edge for E. Then by Lemma 6.2(a), there exists an upward-right-selective directed path P of label m starting from e dominated by E with P ∩ ∂E two points. Since there does not exist an O-edge intersecting Int L by Condition (v) of the definition of a half spindle, we have P ∩ Int L = ∅. Thus P ∩ ∂E = P ∩ ( P ∪ P * ) consists of two white vertices. Hence P ∪ P ∪ P * contains a directed cycle. This contradicts Remark 6.1 (3) . Hence e is an outside edge for E. Therefore Claim 1 holds.
Let e be an edge of label m intersecting Int L. By Lemma 6.2(a), there exists an upward-right-selective directed path P of label m starting from e with P ∩ ∂E two points. Since there does not exist an O-edge intersecting Int L, the intersection P ∩(P * ∪ P ) is a white vertex v.
, then P splits the disk E into two disks. Let E be the one of the two disks intersecting P . Then E is a half spindle with an arc triplet ( P , L , Fig. 16(b) ). This contradicts the fact that E is a minimal half spindle.
Suppose v = v i (1 ≤ i < t). Then P splits the disk E into two disks. Let E be the one of the two disks not intersecting P * . Let P be an upwardleft-selective directed path of label m starting from e with P ∩ (P * ∪ P ) a white vertex v . Then P ⊂ E and hence v = v j (1 ≤ j ≤ i < t). Thus P splits E into two disks. Let E be the one of the two disks intersecting P * . Then E is a half spindle with an arc triplet ( Fig. 16(c) ). This contradicts the fact that E is a minimal half spindle. Therefore Claim 2 holds.
By the help of Claim 2, we can show the following Claim 3 and Claim 4 by the same argument as the ones of Claim 2 and Claim 3 of Lemma 5.3 respectively.
Claim 3. There does not exist an inside edge for E of label m outward at a vertex in Int P * ∪ Int P . Claim 4. There does not exist an inside edge for E of label m inward at a vertex in Int P * ∪ Int P . By a similar argument as the one of Claim 4 in Lemma 5.3, the four claims Claim 1, Claim 2, Claim 3 and Claim 4 assure that (1) there does not exist any white vertex in Int E.
Since s ≥ 2, t ≥ 2 by Condition (vi) of the definition of a half spindle, Lemma 2.6 and Claim 2 imply that there does not exist a terminal edge of label k in E. Thus each edge of label k in E contains exactly one IS-arc and one OS-arc. Hence (2) the number of IS-arcs of label k in E equals the one of OS-arcs of label k in E. Now, Claim 3 and Claim 4 imply that (3) any side-edge of label m for P * or P lies outside E.
Since P * is upward-right-selective, and since P is upward-left-selective, Statement (3) implies that any side-edge of label m for P * or P is inward at a white vertex in P * ∪ P . Thus for each white vertex in ∂E − v * s , the disk E contains exactly one edge of label k outward at the vertex. Hence considering E v * 0 , v 0 , the three claims Claim 1, Claim 3, Claim 4, and Statement (1) imply that the number of OS-arcs of label k in E is s + t − 2. On the other hand, there exists only one IS-arc of label k in E, which is inward at v * s = v t . Thus Statement (2) implies that s + t − 2 = 1, i.e. s + t = 3. On the other hand, by Condition (vi) of the definition of a half spindle, we have s + t ≥ 2 + 2 = 4. This is a contradiction. Hence Lemma 6.3 holds. 
Proof. Since ∂D does not intersect any terminal edge, any terminal edge intersecting D is contained in D. There are three IS-arcs and three OS-arcs around each white vertex in D. Hence
(1) the number of IS-arcs in D is equal to the number of OS-arcs in D.
Let S = {e | e is an edge of Γ containing two white vertices in D}, and L = { | is a loop in Γ containing a vertex in D}. Then we have the following.
(2) Each I-edge contains exactly one IS-arc in D. 
. This proves Lemma 7.1.
Let P be a directed path of label m in a chart with a vertex sequence (v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v p ) and an edge sequence (e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e p ). The path P is upward principal provided that for each i = 1, 2, · · · , p the edge e i is middle at v i−1 . The path P is downward principal provided that for each i = 1, 2, · · · , p the edge e i is middle at v i .
Remark 7.2 Let Γ be a chart, and m a label of Γ. Let P be a directed path of label m in Γ with a vertex sequence (v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v p ) and an edge sequence (e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e p ).
(1) If P is upward principal, then for any edge e of label m with e ∩ P = v i for some i (0 < i < p), the edge e is inward at v i (see Fig. 13 (e)).
(2) If P is upward principal, then P is upward-right-selective and upwardleft-selective.
(3) If P is downward principal for any edge e of label m with e ∩ P = v i for some i (0 < i < p), then the edge e is outward at v i (see Fig. 13(f) ).
(4) If P is downward principal, then P is downward-right-selective and downward-left-selective.
Lemma 7.3 Let Γ be a minimal chart, and m a label of Γ. Let P be a dichromatic directed path of label m in Γ with a vertex sequence (v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v p ) and an edge sequence (e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e p ).
(a) If e 1 is middle at v 0 , then P is upward principal.
(b) If e p is middle at v p , then P is downward principal.
Proof. Suppose that e 1 is middle at v 0 . Let i be an integer with 0 < i < p, and e an edge of label m with e ∩ P = v i . If e is outward at v i , then e i is middle at v i because e i+1 is outward at v i by the warning for a directed path. Then P [v 0 , v i ] is a dichromatic M&M directed path. This contradicts Lemma 3.1. Thus e is inward at v i . Hence e i+1 is middle at v i . Thus P is upward principal. Hence Statement (a) holds. Similarly we can show Statement (b).
Let Γ be a minimal chart, and (Γ ∩ D, D) an N-tangle with an IO-label pair (s I , s O ). Let P be a directed path of label s I with a vertex sequence (v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v p ) and an edge sequence (e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e p ) such that
(ii) the vertex v 0 is a white vertex of a terminal edge τ O of label s O , and (iii) the edge e p is a terminal edge τ I .
Then e 1 is middle at v 0 . Hence P is upward principal by Lemma 7.3(a). The path P is called the upward principal path associated to a terminal edge τ O . The terminal edge τ I is called a corresponding terminal edge for τ O . We also say that the path P is the upward principal path connecting the terminal edge τ O and the terminal edge τ I . Proof. Let v 0 be the white vertex of τ O , and e 1 the edge of label s I middle at v 0 . Since τ O is inward at v 0 by Lemma 4.4(b), the edge e 1 is outward at v 0 . Let P be an upward-right-selective directed path of label s I starting from e 1 upward maximal with respect to D. Let (e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e p ) be an edge sequence of P . Then e p is a terminal edge by Lemma 4.5(a)(i). Therefore P is an upward principal path of label s I associated to the terminal edge τ O , and e p is a corresponding terminal edge for τ O . This proves Lemma 7.4. 
Let Γ be a minimal chart, and (Γ ∩ D, D) an N-tangle with an IO-label pair (s I , s O ). For a terminal edge τ in D with sibling edges e * , e * * , the union e * ∪ e * * splits the disk D into two disks by Lemma 4.1. We denote by ∆(τ ) the one of the two disks containing the terminal edge τ . 
Proof. Let e * , e * * be the sibling edges of τ , and L = ∆(τ ) ∩ ∂D. Statement (a). Suppose that the label of τ is s O . Since e * , e * * are of label s I , the sibling edges e * , e
contains the upward principal path associated to τ and the corresponding terminal edge τ for τ (see Fig. 17(a) ). Since τ is an I-terminal edge, the sibling edges of τ are O-edges which intersect L I by Lemma 4.1(a). This contradicts the fact that all the edges intersecting L I are I-edges. Hence L ⊂ L I . Similarly we can show that if the label of τ is
(1) Int ∆(τ ) contains a white vertex.
Suppose that the label of τ is s O . Let N be a regular neighbourhood of (e Fig. 17(b) ). Since L intersects only edges of label s I , the tangle (Γ∩E, E) is an NS-tangle of label s I by (1). This contradicts Lemma 2.7.
Hence the label of τ is not s O . Similarly we can show that the label of τ is not s I . Therefore we have Γ ∩ (Int ∆(τ ) − τ ) = ∅. 
Let w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w s be the white vertices of τ 1 , τ 2 , · · · , τ s respectively, and w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w t the white vertices of τ 1 , τ 2 , · · · , τ t respectively. Set
The set D † is called a fundamental region of the N-tangle. By Lemma 7.6, renumbering the terminal edges we always assume that Proof. Let (D † ; w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w s ; w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w t ) be the fundamental information for the N-tangle, and
Now each upward principal path associated to a terminal edge of label s O in D splits the set D † . Thus to prove Lemma 7.7, it is sufficient to show that for each i = 1, 2, · · · , s − 1, two upward principal paths associated to the terminal edges τ i and τ i+1 are disjoint.
Suppose that for some integer i (1 ≤ i < s), there exist the two upward principal paths P , P * associated to the terminal edges τ i , τ i+1 with P ∩P * = ∅. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2.
Let Γ be a chart. For a subset X of Γ, let B(X) = the union of all the disk bounded by a cycle in X, and T (X) = the union of all the terminal edge intersecting X ∪ B(X).
The set X ∪ B(X) ∪ T (X) is called the SC-closure of X and denoted by SC(X).
Remark 8.1 Each connected component of the SC-closure SC(X) is simply connected.
Let Γ be a chart, and (Γ ∩ D, D) a net-tangle with a label pair (α, β) and a boundary arc pair (L α , L β ). Let (see Fig. 19 ) 
